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Club Members at the Unveiling of the Memorial Statue to Elsie Knocker
and Mairi Chisholm at The Ariane Hotel, Ypres, Belgium.
Photo: Chris Wright
A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
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Happy New Year, hope everyone had a pleasant and peaceful
Christmas. Some of you might have glimpsed my 1928 Velocette KS,
which graced the opening shots of the Mapp and Lucia remake on
BBC2 over the holiday.
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We welcome more new members, and also a new event
happening soon. Rob Woodford has organised a new club meeting
starting on 4th April at The Three Tuns, Finchingfield, Essex – see
letters for details. Meanwhile, don’t forget our more established events;
spaces are still available on the Welsh Week and Conyboro Run.
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‘Au reservoir’, Julie

News of this Year's Ixion Cavalcade on 10th May

Out of courtesy I sent details to Joff Davies after Christmas. Back in 2011 Joff (Ixion's son)
came to St Barnabas to unveil the blue plaque dedicated to his father; he was 99 years old
and delivered a delightful speech to the assembled bikers in Canon Davies’ last church.
On Tuesday evening, 13th January the phone rang and a clear voiced Joff answered
himself with the comment 'I'm still alive' (he will be 104 this June). All I could think to say was
'Well done', he laughed and apologised that he would not be able to attend this year's event.
I assured him we understood and wished him well.
Joff knows this will be the last Cavalcade for me as Secretary of the Meeting and expressed
his hope that the event continues, if not in Bexhill on Sea then Northampton would be his
second choice. Ixion was at his height as a competitive rider when serving the Holy Sepulchre
Church in Northampton. Other churches around the country could also be appropriate as Basil
Davies was vicar to at least four others from Durham to Cornwall. Call me on 01424 211873
if interested in organising the Cavalcade, it would be such a shame to lose this special run.
This year we celebrate the 110th anniversary of Ixion's classic six day ride for the Triumph
factory. In 1905 Mauritz Schulte was worried about the bad press which motor cycles of the
day were getting for reliability. Only trained mechanics were expected to complete a journey
without resorting to the railway. Mauritz had a new 3hp side valve engine which featured ball
bearings and improved metallurgy, and Ixion was asked to ride 200 miles a day for six days
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under close observation on the new Triumph. He radiated out from Oxford in six different
directions and completed the task proving that the modern (1905) motor cycle could be relied
upon by the untrained rider.
Nick Jonckheere from Belgium has been renovating one of these very rare 1905 3hp
Triumphs and hopes to ride it on the Cavalcade route in May. We are also welcoming the
newly appointed 'Biking Bishop' of Lewes the Rt Rev Richard Jackson, and he plans to ride
over on his own motor cycle and complete the run on my 1938 Velocette MOV. The usual
Sunbeam weather is expected.

Shropshire Mid Week Break:

11th - 15th May 2015

Bob Nix

If there is anyone able to offer breakdown cover for the three runs on 12th, 13th and 14th May
2015 this will be greatly appreciated.

on the cover, a policy Jim told me he intends to continue. Our account of handing over the
event to Hook Woods was fully reported in the programme and Neil Sinclair, Tony Lloyd and
Thelma Jones were also acknowledged as helpers on the day. So we seem to have benefited
all round, and it was a sound decision by our trials boys to take this step, and they will
continue to run their established and successful events for a variety of off-road trials classes
for Sunbeam.
Looking now to our road events, we had our usual popular runs with the Pioneer heading
the list with a near record entry, plus other established events, but please note, after 2015 we
shall require new organisers for the Ixion Cavalcade, Conyboro and the Rose of the Shires
runs. Please step forward to continue these attractive and successful events. Julie Diplock
and Richard Bailey put on an entirely new event, The Romney Marsh Run in September for
flat tank machines, and what a superb run that was. Well done both.

Please let me know if you’re able to assist in any way on all or any of the riding days by
calling or e-mailing me, Bob Nix on 01664454396 or bnixmail@gmail.com.

I’m pleased to say we have another new run in 2015 on 26th April, the Oxon/Bucks run
organised by Bev and Andy Middleton and this is another event not to be missed with some
very interesting features.

24th May: Conyboro Run

Another success is that we have had a very significant recruiting result for new members in
2014 and we welcome them with open arms and I hope all members will renew for 2015, and
I do mean you.

Charlie Smith

The Conyboro Run takes place on Sunday 24th May, following a route through the East
Sussex countryside with other pre-1940 enthusiasts. The route is about 30 miles and starts
and finishes at the Six Bells in Chiddingly. You can pre-order ploughman’s lunches or just
order on the day. Tea, coffee and cakes are also on offer, so why not come and join us on this
enjoyable run. Contact Charlie Smith 07802 468109.

32nd Welsh Week

27th June - 4th July 2015

John Appleton

The event provides five days of excellent riding (three full and two half days). The routes are
suitable for veteran, vintage and pre-1940 solos and three-wheelers and cover some of the
most beautiful and varied places around Aberystwyth.
The accommodation is based at Aberystwyth University (see Dec/Jan Club News for more
information on this), with very good food, including vegetarian if required.
The price for the whole seven days is £345.00 per head and the entry fee £39.50.
The regulations and entry forms will be sent out in March, and the event is restricted to club
members only.
For further information please contact John Appleton (01296 623048) or Colin Bentham
(01761 241516).

2015 Chairman’s Message

Baz Staple

Looking back on 2014 we have, I believe made progress on various fronts, but one set back
was that the club could not find persons to continue the running of the Southern Experts trial
which the club originated in 1931. Understandably the loss of this event caused controversy,
however, the decision was taken to hand over this trial to Jim Connor and the Hook Woods
Trials Club, and I’m pleased to say the outcome could not have been better.
Jim is a great supporter of trials and of the Sunbeam Club and although I have been in
correspondence with him I had the pleasure of meeting him at the trial on 7th December. His
enthusiasm for the event is magnificent and the trial was a great success with over ninety
entries. Incidentally his son Sam won the trial in 2006 and was runner up at this event. The
programme for this the 73rd Southern Experts had the Sunbeam logo prominently displayed
4
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A disquieting feature is that I’ve heard that some members are critical of the committee.
Please realise we are here to be shot at and if you have criticisms please let them be known
and we will try to resolve any issues and try to do better.
On the club’s behalf I thank all our various officers and helpers in running the club and its
events, but it is quite evident that the committee average age is too high and we do need
younger forward-thinking people to help run the club which is now ninety years old, so please
come forward.
I wish you all on behalf of the committee a good healthy and interesting riding time in 2015,
but please talk to us if you have points to raise or alternatively if you can spare a little of your
time to take over jobs from some of our over committed officers, this would be most welcome.
Kindest regards to all and keep riding.

Pinhard Trophy 2014 Winner: Zach Wajtknecht

Tony Lloyd

This year’s winner is Zach Wajtknecht. Aged only 16 Zach became FIM Long Track Youth
250cc World Cup in Morize, France. Also, as ACU Senior Youth winner he was given a
wild-card entry to be the youngest ever British 250cc champion with maximum points in his
first adult year. On being told of his Pinhard success, Zach said "I’m over the moon with
winning the Trophy, it’s a great way to top off a fantastic season in both youth and adult
racing, which I wouldn’t have managed without the help of my family, Jane and Dave Lord,
Paul Dummett and Paul Hurry".
Zach was disappointed to be Pinhard Runner-Up last year despite being FIM Youth 125cc
world champion 2012/2013. So winning this year is a just reward for tremendous consistency
and improvement.
Zach faced stiff competition and voting was extremely close. Runner-up was Dan Peace
from Trials. We had an excellent entry including Georgina Polden who is showing the boys
the way home in 125cc Road Racing.
Presentation of the Trophy was at the ACU Awards Dinner on 24th January. For the first
time the venue was The National Motorcycle Museum and it was like coming home. 
February - March 2015
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

New Club Meet: The Three Tuns, Finchingfield, Braintree, Essex
Dear Editor,
I would like to put an idea to the club that may assist in increasing the club profile. I have
noticed that although there are members throughout the UK there are very few ways to meet
up. There are the occasional runs but these seem to be restricted to annual events, this is
perfect as it gives a chance for people from other regions to join in and see different areas.
My friend Peter Giles started an informal meet on the first Saturday of each month at The
Three Tuns Public House in Finchingfield for the Marston Sunbeam Club. This has proved
popular and attracts people from quite a broad area as they can have a nice ride, a good chat
to like-minded people and lunch and refreshment in a Pub that is very keen to welcome them.
Location details are Three Tuns Public House, Wethersfield Road, Finchingfield, Braintree,
Essex, CM7 4NR, tel. 01371810165

Zach Wajtknecht receives The Pinhard Trophy
from Tony Lloyd at the ACU Awards evening.

My idea is for the Sunbeam MCC to piggyback onto this informal meeting and create a
location for Sunbeam members to meet each other and form friendships. The beauty of this
is there is minimal requirement for organisation, but has the potential for it to attract more and
more pre-1940 bikes out of their garages.

The tone for the evening was set by TT Best Newcomer Peter Hickman riding in on a full-race
Norton Rotary and “giving it some” to rapturous applause.
Sunbeam’s awarding of the Pinhard has become a traditional part of the evening’s festivity.
Thelma and I were entertained at the President’s table. As usual Pinhard was given star billing
kicking off proceedings and a two-page spread in the programme. Zach’s family entered into
the spirt by filling the Trophy with ice and a never-ending supply of Moet.
Previous winners are a list of motorcycling greats over the last 60 years who have excelled
in all spheres of the sport including Mike Hailwood, Jeff Smith, Brian Martin, Roy Peplow, Dan
Shorey, Scott Ellis and a host of others who have gone on to be national and international
household names. Last year’s winner was Joe Francis from Road Racing.
Commitment to the sport is high on the Judges tick-list. I saw this in action at the Southern
Experts this year. Alexz Wigg, a previous Pinhard winner, realised I was having trouble
clearing a backlog on the section we were manning and pitched in to help even though he
was competing himself.
We award the trophy in memory of Frederick William Pinhard who died in 1948 whilst
serving as Secretary of the Club. Judges were editors of leading motorcycle periodicals,
General Secretary of the ACU and three officials appointed by the Sunbeam MCC.

As things evolve the idea could spread to other areas and if different weekends are selected
then visits from different areas would be possible.
The first meeting will be at 11:30 on Saturday the 4th April 2015, please just turn up and join
in and we’ll see how it develops.
See you all there, Rob Woodford - robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk (07847 098597)
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

1930 Sunbeam
In November 1956 I bought a 1930 347cc Sunbeam registration number LG 3854. The bike
had an exterior casing which had a multitude of screws to undo to get into the engine etc.
My girlfriend, now my wife of long standing, had the pleasure of helping to push start it.
When it fired up, we both hopped aboard the saddle and the pillion in unison.
Unfortunately we never had a photograph of the old beast and we wondered if your or any
similar club you know of would have a photo record of this model.
Any assistance you are able to offer will be greatly appreciated.
Kind Regards,
Alan Hughes
Editor’s Note: The registration number was issued in Cheshire in 1930, but is no longer on the DVLA
database.

Mrs Meeten
Dear Julie
Geoff Morris’ article gave me a smile and I was pleased to note the respect of calling
6
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her “Mrs Meeten”, not using an over-familiar Christian name.

• Do not leave fuel in your motor cycle tank or carburettor for prolonged periods.

When I were a lad my, mates and I could often be found at Meeten’s Motor Mecca at
Shannon Corner on the Kingston-by-Pass buying bits for our Villiers engined bikes. Meetens
was acknowledged as THE place for Villiers.

• Use one of the fuel corrosion inhibitors endorsed by the FBHVC (see www.fbhvc.co.uk).
This will only add a few pence per litre to the cost of fuel.

Whenever we could we sought out Mrs Meeten to serve us because she was such an
expert.

Despite Baz’s comments about the lower toxicity of these fuels, I urge avoidance of fuel
vapours for both health and fire reasons.

It was always amusing to see newcomers hearts sink if they were about to be served by
this poor old stooped-over pensioner lady.

Don’t forget that all SMCC eligible motor cycles have lived through the days of Cleveland
Discol and other fuels containing up to 30% ethanol, they are still here to tell the tale. No need
to panic.

“Er, what I want is one of those odd-shaped metal bits that goes near the carb on a 125cc
Tandon”

All the issues of the Sunbeam News referred to in this letter can be found on the SMCC
website.

“‘49 or ‘50” came the terse reply.

Regards, John Hodson

“’50 I think. It’s blue.”

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Quadrant and The Lloyd Brothers.

“That’s a ’51 model. Part No. VFC 3291. Twelve and nine pence please. Next”.
The respect was palpable,

Dear Julie,

Tony Lloyd

I am writing in response to John Hodson’s request regarding an article on Quadrants.
Perhaps the following will be of interest, as it does need clarification.

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

An Ethanol Free Option
Dear Julie
Baz’s article on ethanol free petrol certainly appears to provide a solution to the problem of
ethanol in petrol. However, there are several disadvantages:
• The cost of the fuel at £3.59/litre (£16-6s-5d/gallon in old units) is very high even when
purchased in bulk and especially when compared with the current forecourt price of about
£1.11/litre (and falling).
• It is necessary to carry sufficient fuel with you for your entire journey.
• Storage of large volumes of fuel at home introduces a serious fire risk and will almost
certainly invalidate your household insurance.
Despite what Baz has said, I am not an expert in the field of ethanol in fuel and you don’t
need to be an expert to follow the advice given in the many articles published in the FBHVC
News (see www.fbhvc.co.uk) and the Sunbeam News (Issue 835, page 20, Issue 837, page
15, Issue 842, page 34, Issue 847 page 17, Issue 855 page 10 and Issue 864 page 16). In
particular, I wish to draw attention to the information given on page 12 of Sunbeam News
Issue 855 and the following summary:
• Polyester and epoxy resin fuel tanks should not be used with petrol containing ethanol.
• Epoxy and other older tank sealants should be replaced with ethanol compatible ones (I
have found Frost’s tank sealant to be suitable) or a permanent physical repair made.
• Alternative materials for carburettor components maybe required but this should not be
necessary if a fuel corrosion inhibitor is used and the fuel is drained out after use.
• Fuel should not be stored unnecessarily and should always be kept in dry and sealed
containers.

I have a letter written by Harold Karslake to Jim Sheldon dated February 1953 in which he
says “I knew all the Quadrant blokes over the years personally, but the firms’ histories would
beat a Saint. They were a real mix-up.”. And another letter to Titch Allen, October 1953, “You
should get someone to sort out the Quadrant / Lloyd tangle. I have never seen a clear story
about this, and it does need clarification. I must confess that although I knew all the people
concerned in the early days, I never understood this mix-up.”.
So, many years ago now, I ignored everything that had been written in the past and with a
clean sheet of paper I went back to the very beginning.
The following is part of a piece that I wrote in the December 2003 issue of the VMCC
magazine. To quote:
“Over the years I’ve collected a large amount of Quadrant information etc. and I’ve helped
a number of owners of these machines regarding the restoration of them, which is all part of
a Marque specialist’s job.
However, the biggest interest, as far as I’m concerned, is with the history of the Company.
For those that haven’t read the ‘history’ books, they tell us that Quadrant was started by the
Lloyd Brothers, Walter John and William Arthur, back in 1883 in Harborne, Birmingham. Now
whilst WJ Lloyd is well known as one of the Lloyd Bros., with plenty of proof of his Quadrant
connections, I’ve had this problem regarding WA Lloyd as being the other brother for a long
time now. I have never seen any concrete proof that he was, or that he was even remotely
involved with Quadrant.2
On the contrary, during my research over the years, with many trips to Birmingham, I’ve
found that he always ran his own business around the Bath St. area of Birmingham in the
early years. Never in Harborne. WJ Lloyd, however, was born in Harborne and never during
his long life moved more than a couple of miles from where he was born.

• Ideally, you should review the materials used in the construction of your motor cycle fuel
system. Replace materials not recommended for use with ethanol in the table published
on page 17 of Sunbeam News Issue 847 (or see www.fbhvc.co.uk) with materials
recommended for use with ethanol in the same table.

WJ Lloyd and WA Lloyd were not brothers. It was Walter J and his younger brother
Albert who were the Lloyd Brothers. They were in business as safety pin and curtain hook
manufacturers in 1880 and were making tricycles at the same address in 1883. WA Lloyd was
a gun maker in Bath St. in 1879, as was his father, and in 1881 was making bicycles at the
same address. I now have both family trees and copies of certificates etc.”
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I can now add the following :-

Mike Highfield:

Hulleys Birmingham Directory 1881
• Lloyd, Albert. (Lloyd Bros.) Heath Rd. Harborne.

27th June 1933 - 27th October 2014

John Appleton

• Lloyd Bros. Safety Pin and Curtain Hook Mfrs. Heath Rd. Harborne.
• Lloyd, Walter John. (Lloyd Bros.) Heath Rd. Harborne.
• (Heath Rd. is now The High St. Harborne, Eastern end.)
• Lloyd, Wm. Arthur & Co., Gunmakers, 21½ Bath St.
Houghton & Co. Birmingham Post Office Directory 1882
• Lloyd, William A. Bicycle Maker 21½ Bath St.
Also at the Speedwell Show, Bingley Hall, Birmingham in February 1883 The Lloyd Bros. of
Harborne exhibited their tricycles on stand 3 whilst Lloyd WA exhibited his bicycles on stand
16!
Incidentally W and A Lloyds youngest brother was James. A certain James Lloyd was, I
believe, the maker of the Royal Sovereign bicycle. If there is a connection I know not of it,
there were a lot of Lloyds in Birmingham at this time.
Regards, Eddie Keightley
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Christmas Socks
Dear Julie
Concerning the picture of Rick Parkington on his bike re back page of last Club news.
He seems to think that his socks do not suit the situation, when in fact, on the contrary I
have seen a picture of my father wearing similar socks and shoes with his plus fours on a
motorcycle.
The gift he requires for Christmas is a nice pair of brown leather gauntlets or leather gloves
to be riding a motorcycle.
Cheers, Peter Donaldson
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Picture in December Magazine, page 28
Yes the upside down outfit would definitely be John Surtees's father Jack. I believe he rode
an Excelsior. The Norton going past I believe is Bill Nethercott who was a contemporary of
Jack’s. The sons of both of them, both called John, used to play in the paddock. One went on,
as we all know, to great things while John Nethercott's brother was best man at my wedding.
Somewhere I have a picture of Bill Nethercott taken on a 1926 Norton in 1930. I'll have to
look it out.
Regards, George Smith.

From the Membership Secretary

Peter Donaldson

We have sadly lost two active, well-liked club members in a short space of time. Tony Held of Hailsham died on 1st
February 2015, while Mike Holloway of Horsmonden died on 13th February 2015. Full obituaries will be printed in the
next Club News, meanwhile our thoughts are with their respective families.
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I first met Mike in the car park at Aberystwyth University. We were there for the Welsh Week
and he was seated on his motorcycle wreathed in smoke; well, it was a Scott!; and waving
his arms about as though conducting an orchestra. When I asked what was the matter, I was
told that he was checking the drip feeds for the engine lubrication etc. etc.
Well, that was Mike, always friendly and happy to chat about anything, and whose sudden
passing away was a great shock to us all.
Mike was born in Dulwich and lived there with his parents and younger brother Peter.
Later, they all moved to Hayes in Kent. On leaving school he worked for Barclays Bank, then
National Service with the R.A.F. Following demobilisation, Mike returned to the bank where
he reached management level before taking early retirement in 1984.
Throughout his life Mike taught himself many practical skills and this led him to answering
an advertisement for volunteers to assist in the restoration of Lacey Green Windmill. He was
much involved in this and later joined Millwrights International, being prouder to call himself a
millwright than a bank manager!
His technical knowledge and skill enabled him to restore many of his favourite vintage
motorcycles, Scott’s of course! And some vintage ACs and a very imposing Delage tourer, in
the very well equipped workshop at home in Prestwood.
In later years Mike had to reduce his riding but liked to come on the Welsh Week, where he
was a great help to Colin Bentham and me with the organisation at Aberystwyth and assisting
with the recovery. We shall all miss you, Mike.
Our thoughts are with his wife Rosemary, their children Nick, Pippa and Lissa,
granddaughters Millie and Sacha and his brother Peter.
February - March 2015
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Graham Kent

Peter Donaldson

Graham, or Kenty, as he was known to close friends, died on 7th November 2014 at the age
of 77 years.
Graham, a member of the Sunbeam Club for many years, was a keen and capable trials
rider in his younger years. He was a person known for his humour and friendliness. In his
later years he turned more to trail riding and long distance trials. He started a group of regular
trail riders with a name I did not comprehend but understand from others infers that "we may
be lost”. I find that difficult to understand as I have on several occasions fallen in behind him
on long distance Trials and the one thing we never did was get lost. He rode an unusual long
distance trials machine, a “Colonial Velocette”, well that is he entered it as. It was a 2 stroke
Velocette that looked half road and half cross country machine, and handled both distance
and “Colonial” sections very well in his hands. He was a regular observer at Sunbeam Trials.
Kenty worked in and then took over the family motorcycle business at Church Cookham.
The establishment is now a pet shop run by his daughter Paula. The funeral was on 25th
November and the cortege started from the forecourt of the shop. The hearse was a specially
built Triumph sidecar outfit. Some 50 friends on motorcycles followed the hearse to Park
Crematorium at Aldershot. The chapel overflowed with people who came to pay their respects
to one of life’s popular characters.
R.I.P. Kenty.

Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly

Baz Staple

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from
6 pm.

Future Club Nights at Chiddingly

Baz Staple

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall

These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown
Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub) TN15 6BZ. Grid
reference O/S188 574 629). Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact
George Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com
December
The Christmas Party night was well attended and along with the mince pies numerous pieces
of motorcycle, magazines and photos were brought along to be discussed and admired.
Thanks to George and Jane Smith for providing the food and everybody for their support in
2014, hope to see you all again this year too.
At the time of writing it is hoped to have the Crossness Pumping Station talk on 16th
February and Joe Cook will tell us of flying 30 'ops in the rear turret of a Lancaster in World
War 2 on March 16th. Joe was based at RAF East Kirkby, now the home of 'Just Jane' the
taxiing Lancaster which is being gradually restored back to airworthy condition.
January
Chris Wright gave an excellent talk on Nursing and Dispatch Riding in World War One with
numerous period photos of serving D.R.s and from the present day taken during his research
into these sometimes overlooked but vital roles in the Great War which both operated very
close to the front line. Chris and Jennifer also brought along several items of D.R. and
Nursing equipment and books on the subject for all to look at. Chris has restored a 1916
Douglas, one of the 25,000 produced for the War Office and he and Jennifer often take part
in commemorative events with other club members. After the tea Chris showed a video of the
Oulde Klepper Parade which featured himself and several other club members riding. It was
enjoyed by all and the Start which features a raised platform with plywood sheets to provide a
small 'downhill' to help the veterans to 'fire up' received some good natured banter of 'Could
we have one of those at Epsom in March please?!'

February 5th 8 pm - The art of wheel building Vince Warner of Colwood Wheeworks, talk and
demonstration of wheel building, he also gives classes in wheel building.

Thank you Chris & Jennifer for a very interesting evening.

March 5th 8 pm - Return of Don Coe to demonstrate and talk about building large-scale
models of miniature old aeroplanes and the flying of same.

Unveiling of Memorial Statue to Elsie and Mairi

2nd April 8 pm - Talk by Eddie Bocquillon on ethanol-free Aspen fuel. As described in
December/January News, page 12.
May - September - Evening runs from 7.30 pm Various organisers.
After 2nd April club night I will not be organising any future talks etc. and hope someone will
come to the fore to take over this job which has been most interesting for Jenny and I. There
is available a list of possible future talks and demonstrations, as well as an enormous list of
question and answers from the vintage era. If no one can take over this task, the only option
is to have natter nights from October to April. We’ve also been encouraged by the amount
of help and suggestions from club members for interesting subjects, which I’m, sure will
continue.
Will someone please volunteer to continue the success of Chiddingly club nights.

Rob Smith

Chris Wright

In 2009 Dr Diane Atkinson published the biography of two women titled Elsie and Mairi Go
To War, Subtitled Two Extraordinary Women on the Western Front. It has remained a best
seller and is an excellent read. It is the true story of two young women Elsie Knocker, a
trained nurse, and Mairi Chisholm, a friend who had just left school. They met as members
of the Gypsy Motorcycle Club riding around the lanes of Dorset at a time when it was
estimated that there fewer than fifty females riding motorcycles. Mairi’s introduction to bikes
was with her elder brother’s Douglas and when old enough her father bought her a Douglas
motorcycle of her own. At the declaration of war in 1914 she and Elsie drawn to play their
part went to London where they became members of a small voluntary ambulance team.
Initially collecting wounded for treatment at a medical centre behind the lines. With loss of
lives while transporting wounded troops they realised the importance of stabilising patients
before moving them to hospital, this practice became known during the Korean War as
‘the golden hour’. They decided to re-locate to the front line, just a hundred yards from the
German trenches, and set up their own first aid post in the cellar of a house in the village
of Pervyse. Bombed out they had to move several times to new premises but remained in
the area saving hundreds of lives from 1914 to 1918. After a serious gas attack which killed
their dog and left them needing attention and convalescence they finally returned to
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England. The publication of Diane’s book prompted suggestions that a permanent memorial
should be erected to the memory of these two young women who were highly decorated
by the British, French and Belgian governments and became known as the ‘Madonnas of
Pervyse’. A fund was launched by Diane and a Belgian enthusiast Stefaan Vandenbussche.
A sculptress, Josiane Vanhoutte was commissioned to design a life size statue to be cast in
bronze. The funding target was reached and the statue delivered together with a statue of
their little dog “Shot”. On 22nd November, a lovely sunny afternoon, a magical and moving
unveiling ceremony was held in the garden of the Ariane Hotel in Ypres (Ieper), Belgium. The
ceremony led by Diane and Stefaan was attended by several members of the Chisholm family
(descendants of Mairi’s family) a Belgian bagpiper piped the unveiling and members of the
Ieper Fire Brigade who play the Bugles at The Menin Gate every evening also played the Last
Post, a rare honour. Richard Mummery and I who had organised events and contributed to
the funds for the statue were asked to take part in the ceremony and took our period 2¾ h.p.
Douglas bikes. Fittingly for the occasion we dressed in our WW1 uniforms and our spouses
and Margaret Meinertzhagen dressed in WW1 Nurses outfits. We were joined by two Belgian
friends, Nick Jonckheere and his friend Filip Roose with Nick’s Premier sidecar outfit and
wearing 1914 Belgian uniforms. Noel Whittall with his Model H Triumph completed our group.
The Hotel laid on a superb reception after the ceremony and this was later followed by a
beautifully prepared dinner in the hotel restaurant. After the dinner the party adjourned to The
Menin Gate where three wreaths were laid during the Last Post ceremony. The Statue is a
beautiful and lasting tribute to two special women in a superb secure location with excellent
public access and I would recommend that anyone going to Ieper should seek to visit and be
thankful that such people came to the fore in the terrible conflict now being commemorated
after 100 years. The Ariane Hotel is located at Slachthuisstraat 58, Ieper/Ypres in Belgium,
two blocks north of the Cloth Hall.

Pioneer Dating Meeting - 2,000th Certificate Issued!

Geoff Morris

A varied selection of machines, both two and three wheeled, greeted the five strong Pioneer
Dating Committee held at Wallington, Surrey on 3rd December. Twenty machines were up
for consideration:
• First up for consideration as a veteran was a 1903 Ariel submitted by Don Rickman (of the
famous Rickman Bros.). This was very well put together and a credit to its restorer.
• Next came a 1912 Douglas 348cc owned by well known Veteran Car Club member from
Hartlepool. This was excellent in all respects and had the cast aluminium induction
manifold fitted for that year only and which Douglas Bros. abandoned the next year in
favour of a 'more efficient' nickelled brass manifold (but probably to reduce costs, as the
casting was no doubt expensive to produce).
• A Belgian owned 1914 Triumph passed muster with hub clutch.
• Then an unusual 1899 Phebus trike with 2.25 hp De Dion Bouton engine, which looked
well prepared.
• Still in the 19th Century, an 1896 950cc Leon Bollee took its turn and was very acceptable.
These marvellous hot tube ignition devices seem to last and last and are robust. They were
last made around 1898 I believe.
• From Wales a rare 1907 V- twin Moto-Reve of 700cc capacity, imported from Holland, met
with approval, but has not been registered for the road yet. A few more minor things to do
first.

• Another import, this time from Austria, was a 1912 A.C. Sociable from down in the West
Country.
• Calthorpe Juniors are cute, clever little machines with their 'rocking beam' engine and the
example submitted was spot on. Although only 170cc they perform well.
• Veteran Velocettes are not exactly plentiful and we were pleased to see this 1914 two-stroke
220cc example.
• Stellar by name and simply 'stellar' in its design was the very rare Stuart Turner Stellar with
shaft drive and an in line twin two-stroke engine. Presented by its makers who were famous
in the engineering world, it was an incredible concept, but sadly it was too radical, too
clever by half and commensurately expensive to produce. So it never set the motorcycling
world alight but it is an absolute pleasure to look at.
• You've heard of the Lincoln Imp, but what about the Lincoln Elk? It's a well-made motorcycle
and this 400cc example (or 3 hp) justified inclusion on the Pioneer Register.
• Next, a 'clip–on' Clement engined machine unsurprisingly called a Clement was put in front
of the Committee. This compact 1902 143cc example is owned by a well known vintagent
who domiciles 'overseas' in Mona's Isle and a lovely spot it is too, having been to the
'Island' relatively recently.
• Another Clement ! This time a 1902 Autocyclette of 142cc sent to us from Germany.
• An unusual 'Warrick' 3 wheeler was passed around the table next, or rather the paperwork
and photographs were! This substantial 642cc single cylinder 1914 example was submitted
by 'Yesterdays', the well known Dutch specialists.
• Details of a 500cc single cylinder Indian followed,
• Followed by yet another of the same make, this time a vee–twin of around 6 hp.
Both late’ish veterans and both O.K.
• A Premier Tricycle powered by a Wall Auto Wheel won't receive many speeding fines but
this period piece was a 'first' in terms of propulsion versus bulk, should be tremendous fun
to pilot (and pedal). This 1914 118cc three wheeler was a sight to see and good luck to
the rider.
• And yet another! This time a standard 1914 Wall Autowheel received approval.
• Rex motorcycles enjoyed a good reputation in the veteran period and this 1913 896cc
V-twin example merited its inclusion.
• Veteran Excelsior motorcycles are uncommon and a beefy 650cc 1914 countershaft
gearboxed example graced the table next. The Jardine gearbox looked very substantial.
A surprise announcement by Registrar John Waghorn elicited the news that the 2,000th
Pioneer Certificate had been reached during this session; a real red letter day. I well
remember as Pioneer Registrar (1977 to 1988) that when I commenced, the number of bikes
on the Register was in the 700's and I wondered then if ever we would reach the 1,000 mark!
That was some 38 years ago.
Of course we are now seeing the emergence of very difficult and involved restorations
by incredibly skilled people which simply would not have been financially possible decades
ago, but as values have risen, have become viable. I well remember 'passing up' incomplete
machines or those with components missing years ago because it would have cost more to
restore the veteran than what they were then worth. But on the plus side of all this has been
the emergence of skilled engineers (doesn't apply to me!) and other cottage industries which
benefit us all, but at a price of course.
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At this session several models were submitted which either required further investigation or
in depth liaison with the applicant. This is all part of the ongoing behind the scenes Registrar's
work.

Jessie Hole Performing Aboard A 1936 New Imperial
From the Brooklands Museum Photographic Archive

From time to time we receive requests to observe or 'sit in' at these dating meetings and we
are always pleased to accommodate this where possible. For this session we were joined by
Chris Ronalds from Littlehampton who particularly favours veteran and early vintage Triumphs
(plus the odd NSU) and I think he found it interesting. So if you do fancy sitting through a
meeting to see what goes on just let one of the Dating Committee know.

Chairman’s Lunch

Ian McGill

Twenty six members sat down to a very enjoyable lunch on Saturday 3rd January at The
Shipley Bridge, Burstow, Surrey. Well done Rob Kitchen for suggesting this excellent venue.
This is the third year that we meet here, and it only gets better. This year we were well away
from the bar with plenty of room to move around and talk to other members.
This is a well recommended meet for those wishing to eat and chat with other club members.
Hope to see more of you on Saturday 2nd January 2016.

Jessica and George Hole

Peter Donaldson

Jessica and George Hole were siblings and both gifted motorcyclists.
Jessica was born in 1908. In 1919 George got his 11 year old sister onto the saddle of
a motor cycle. By 1924 she had a two-speed Scott and took to competitive riding. Within
a couple of years she was onto a ‘works’ New Imperial machine. In 1926 she founded The
London Ladies Club for lady riders. Jessica continued active competitive riding well into the
1930’s.
Meantime brother George was carving a name for himself on ‘works’ Raleigh machines.
Amongst many other successes, he picked up ‘Golds’ in the 1926 and 1927 London to
Lands End Trials; a Gold in the 1926 London to Edinburgh Trial; a run of four Golds in the
International Six Days Trial from 1927 to 1930; won Road Racing events at Brooklands. And
so it goes on!
On 27th July 1924 George Hole was one of the small band of riders who rode from
Richmond Park to Rio Tea Rooms at Ripley which established the Sunbeam Motor Cycle
Club. George was member number three. In September of that year he won the first event
that the Club ran, the Harvest Trial.
The now Major George Hole and Jessica formed a stunt team together after the Second
World War called the The Dare Partners. They rode together until 1951 when Jessica, now
married, settled into family life. Jessica last rode in 1991 when the New Imperial Owners
Association got her to ride at the Festival of 1000 Bikes. Jessica died in 2006 at the age of
98.
Major George Hole was active in the Sunbeam Club and was a trainer in the Sunbeam
RAC/ACU Motorcycle Scheme during the 1950s and 1960s. He became our Club President
in 1969 and held that position until he died in 1991, our longest serving Club President.
Editors’ Note: I remember seeing Jessica Ennis (as she became) riding the circuit at the VMCC Festival of
a Thousand Bikes in the late eighties when it was held at Brands Hatch, would love to know more about
this story. Can anyone else fill in any details?
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Announcing the First Sunbeam MCC
Oxon/Bucks Run
Sunday 26th April
To start and finish at the Chinnor and Princess
Risborough railway site, three miles from junction
6 of the M40 motorway, postcode OX39 4ER. A
run with two routes of 60 or 40 miles and a lunch
stop with a short run back to the finish.
The lunch stop offers roasts or ploughmans of
excellent quality. The society will be running
steam trains on the day and discounted rides are
available. The site has a buffet car and toilets
for our use throughout the event, the buffet car
serving refreshments for early arrivals.
The longer route takes in Kop Hill and a few other
lovely climbs amongst the hills of the Chilterns,
the short route will cater for lower powered
machines but still with some gentler climbs and
great views. A new event so come and support
the expansion of the club!
Contact Andy Middleton for info:
01844 352844 or 07827 289696 or
apmiddleton@btinternet.com
Or download an entry form:
www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Marjorie Ayers’ 90th Birthday Lunch at Rowfant House

Geoff Morris

The Main Committee together with members of the Dating Committee hosted a small Birthday
lunch party for Marjorie our President at Rowfant House near Copthorne, Surrey, on 10th
December. This was a few days away from her actual Birthday which was on 22nd December,
but held on this date because of the difficulty in booking up anywhere so close to Christmas
and people going away.
Altogether fourteen people sat at table to celebrate this landmark Birthday amidst the history
soaked atmosphere of this centuries old house. It was with pleasure that the assembled
company had collectively ‘treated’ our special guest to this lunch invitation.
Traditional Christmas fare formed the menu and Ian and Barbara McGill together with Baz
and Jenny Staple sponsored the Birthday Cake and some very appropriate toastworthy ‘fizz’.
Our Pioneer Registrar ‘Waggers’ did the floral honours with a spectacular spray of flowers
presented to Marjorie.
After a very satisfying lunch Marjorie gave a delightfully informal speech to the assembled
company and Baz responded giving a toast to this most loyal and warm hearted of ladies who
many of those present have known for 40 odd years.
The party was well looked after by the staff at Rowfant House whose service and
attentiveness was seamless and our private oak panelled dining room overlooked the parkland
and lake. Held on a crisp and gloriously sunny December day the attractive surroundings only
served to complement the occasion.

Bikes I have Owned

Bill Pile

As this could be the first episode of what might be a lengthy contribution to this series I had
better start at the beginning.
Contrary to what a lot of you reading this might think, I did not in fact own a bike when
I was 16. It was 1946 and conditions were still hard in post-war Britain. I had started an
apprenticeship with British Telecom and the pay was 30/- per week, £1.50 in modern money.
All private transport was by pushbike.
After two years of working 8.00 am ‘til 5.45 pm during the week and three evenings at night
school studying for City and Guilds exams, I graduated to become an engineer on exchange
maintenance. My pay went up six-fold and I soon managed to save £40.
During the war whilst travelling by train to school in Guildford, one of my travelling
companions who also lived in Bookham (home of the Blackburne Engineering Factory in the
twenties and thirties), told me about a motorcycle in his garden covered with an old suit and
sheets of corrugated iron.
Despite this being some three years later, I knew where he lived (about a mile away) so
armed with my £40 in £1 notes, I hammered on his door. Not many people had phones in
those days. The bike was still there, it belonged to his elder brother who had been in the Navy
during the war, was now married and certainly didn’t want an old bike.
We threw the covers off and, lo and behold, a 1931 Sunbeam 500cc SV Lion with a chrome
panelled tank was revealed, all seeming to be there. A quick wipe-over with the proverbial
oily-rag produced a startling improvement to the paintwork and chrome; of course the
Sunbeam was always a quality machine. The engine and wheels turned, we found all three
gears and the forks moved. The battery was obviously u/s and the front tyre didn’t look too
clever.
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Haggling took place and we settled for £35 including the log book and protective flying suit,
but excluding the now rusty tin sheets.

The Motorcycles I Have Owned - Part Three

We had been married eight months. “For
goodness sake go and buy yourself a
motorbike” said Mary. “We can’t really afford
it yet with…..” was all I got out. “DO IT. “
Apparently I’d followed a motorcycle through
the last roundabout in our Ford Anglia taking
the same line at the same speed and she had
felt as though she was on it, So in March 1968
came :-

Peter’s father had a car so we borrowed his pump and found the tyres held air; fortunately it
was mainly a gentle slope downhill to my house so by scooting and pushing across the road
junctions we were soon there. I leaned it against the side wall of the house and went in to call
my parents to inspect my new acquisition. I was an only child and it was not well received by
my mother; who threatened to chop the tyres with a wood axe so I couldn’t ride it.
My father was more relaxed but was not mechanically minded so I had to ask the next door
neighbour (who had a 1934 Austin 10) to help me to get it to go. The tank was drained,
precious Pool petrol put in, the plug and points cleaned and it fired up, but the engine
squeaked! With the neighbour’s help, the barrel was taken off, a broken ring replaced and we
were in business again. From the best of my recollection, before you could get a tax disc you
needed a Certificate of Roadworthiness (forerunner of the MOT test) from the local dealer or
garage.
The village garage was about a mile away and was run by two old boys (brothers) with a
hand-operated petrol pump. They had made a living during the war by running big Austin
taxis. I went there with the bike, put it on the rear stand and they walked around it. Eventually
one asked “did you ride it here, lad?” On the affirmative, he then said “Oh it must be alright
then” and wrote out a CoRW. What little has changed in over 65 years.
Again, it’s a bit hazy but I think the Post Office issued road fund licences and petrol coupons
(10 gallons for six months for a 500cc motorcycle). With L-plates on (but hidden), a pillion seat
fitted and girls waiting to be enticed thereon, it was off to the open road.

Peter Donaldson

Bike 15 - A tired and tatty looking 1961 250cc
Greeves that was mechanically sound for £40.
I still had my old trailer and the Ford Anglia
came with a tow bar fitted from when I bought
the car new in 1965. So I was straight back
into riding every weekend there was an event
in Kent or Sussex. The bike was hopelessly
out-classed by the invasion of the modern
foreign machinery that hit Britain in 1964 with
the Bultacos in the vanguard. But I was back
into Trials and that was what mattered. In fact
in the Thames Side Cup Trial in early 1970, in
very wet and slippy conditions, I got back into
the awards just the once with the only British
‘bike achieving it. But I wouldn’t have been
there had it not been so slippy and I was on
home turf. I still have that machine, stripped it for rebuild about 30 years ago and had got
engine and gearbox rebuilt, new flip up footrests fitted, wheels rebuilt and had bought a new
pattern exhaust system. During the latter part of November 2014 Club Member Dennis Fleet
and son Rob carried on the renovation and made a great job of it. Dennis entered the Jack
Thompson British Bike Trial on 7th December 2014 on it. He used to ride Greeves in the
1960s and was really looking forward to the outing. Rob was out in the same event on Mike
Holloway’s 410cc springer Matchless. Both Dennis and Rob have been on modern machinery
for donkey’s years. Both won their class and I rode the Greeves round Canada Heights
afterwards. I still own this machine.
Bike 16 - In mid-1970 I got a 1965 250cc Bultaco that was in reasonable condition for its age.
The handling was a real revelation. The rough-rooted going in sections and those Kentish
lumps of flint just smoothed out and the engine pulled smoothly and effortlessly up steep hills.
I was back into awards now on some of the outings.
Bike 17 - Early in 1972 the 250cc Bultaco went, replaced by a 1971 315cc Bultaco with
5-speed box. Those extra cc’s gave smoothness and greater power over a wider rev. range.
This was like the characteristics of the large four-strokes I’d enjoyed but with fantastic
handling and an undreamed of smooth engine. I did a few Trials on it and then someone
decided they needed it more than me and it was stolen from the garage. The insurance took
ages to pay out and you never get anything like what you paid for a bike, especially a current
Trials machine which depreciates rapidly. Plus we had moved house and with that a larger
mortgage and serious modernisation.
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Bike 18 - A three year old 250cc Bultaco, little used and looking as new came with a cold
starting problem at a price I could afford. I had the manufacturer’s book supplied new with the
machine and like its previous owner; I just had to suffer real cold start problems despite all
the attempts to improve it. Once warm it was fine. One day I was struggling to start it at an
event when John Pattison, a fitter at a Bultaco agent, a fellow rider and nowadays rider of a
very quick Greeves sprint machine, saw me trying to get it going. “Peter, you’ll never get that
bike started like that”. The engine was one of the first produced with a different type of choke
arrangement and despite the book supplied with it saying, to start from cold close choke, flood
carburettor, open throttle half way and kick. Every machine I had ever owned was started that
way. But this one, flood, close the choke and keep throttle closed. Perfect start! The wrong
instruction manual supplied from new! With James born in 1975 and Margaret three years
later, I only rode occasionally for some years on my own machinery but I had a friend with a
collection of Pre-65 machinery and he loaned me machinery, some on long-term loans. With
the Pre-65 class on the blocks and up and going, for very many years I became part of that
scene. However, I kept this Bultaco for just on 30 years and used it from time to time. Then
I got interested in Trail riding and the new type long distance trial and other than one quite
major fact, and that was it was heavy on juice and even with the largest rear sprocket fitted
I could never get much more than the early 40 miles per tank in good going and wet mud
reduced it. The tank capacity was just about one and half gallons. Thus I had to refuel on
every outing and sometimes more than once. I always carried a couple of litres of spare fuel
in my back pack and it was surprising how often I fell back on them. Had my one and only
recovery job to home with this machine, thank you Carole Nash Insurance. I came off in some
heavy cross-country going onto a very muddy lane, miles from anywhere when the front wheel
seized. A front brake lining had come off its shoe and rode up on the other one and the front
wheel was solid. Neither I, nor anyone with me, had a thin box spanner to go into a recess in
the front forks to access the nut on the front wheel spindle. Had I had that tool, I could have
removed the shoes and headed for home. The RAC man in his little van found me as it was
getting dark. I explained the problem and fact now dark couldn’t get home as bike not fitted
with lights. ”Right” he said and opened back door of van, my heart sunk, it was packed with all
his tools and spares plus a work bench, you couldn’t have got a child’s tricycle in there. Then
he started pulling bits of metal and a couple of wheels out from underneath bits and pieces
and built a trailer complete with winch, pulled the bike on and off we went chatting away. Also
on this bike I had my most serious Trials accident, ending up on an operating table but still
getting home that night.
Bike 19 - Another of those “too good a bargain” to turn down. My phone rang at work around
10am just a month or so after buying the previous ‘bike. My friend had just got the MCN hot
off the press and saw an advert for a 1961 road 350cc Matchless in good condition a mere
two miles from where I worked and for £50. I jumped in my car and there was something I did
not expect. I had visualised the road version of the Matchless I had ridden in Trials but this
was the G5, the larger brother of that awful looking fat engined G2 250cc Matchless. The G5
was marketed just after the law stipulated maximum 250cc for learners and once folk passed
their test they wanted something looking different from their L-plate machine and at least
500cc. Norton with their Navigator, BSA with their B40 and AMC with their G5 all caught a cold
marketing machines looking like their respective 250cc Jubilee, C15 and G2. This bike with
its 350 motor felt good, it had a set of panniers on it and it was in lovely looking condition. I
put everything I had in my pocket down as a deposit and promised to be back with balance
and take machine away that evening. His phone didn’t stop ringing all day and he realised
he had perhaps undervalued it. Nevertheless he was a gentleman and I had a nice ‘bike for
which I had no use! On the afternoon 12th May 1973 my father turned up in his car and asked
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to borrow it. He was gone for an hour or so, came back, lent it against the garage wall and
declared he would not ride a motorcycle again. He was 69 years old. He stayed for an evening
meal and went off home. I got on it and thrashed it down and along the coast, got home at a
quarter to midnight, hung my beret and goggles under the stairs. On 13th May 1973 it became
law to wear a ‘bone dome’ on a motorcycle on the road. My father had always ridden with
a beret and that was that. Funny though it may seem to many reading this, he was far from
being alone on giving up riding on that day. A couple of years on, the Matchless went into deep
storage along with the 98cc New Hudson Auto Cycle.
Bike 20 - My father died in 1986 and to me came his 1947 Triumph Speed Twin and my old
1939 Speed Twin, my bike no 6 which I had sold to him. Both in storage and part stripped. I
put them in deep storage with a view to getting them up and running when I had more time.
That never happened and they both ended up with Club Members father and son Bill and
Chris Pile some years on.
Meanwhile, a terrible event occurred. My dear wife Mary had sadly become very ill and died
of cancer in July 1995.
To be continued.

Greeves Scottish

Rick Parkington

Back around 1985, Dad heard of a fella clearing out his bike stuff in nearby Mereworth (Kent)
that allegedly included a Greeves Scottish project. Dad had a Greeves Scottish when I was
born and in fact there's pictures of Mum riding it when I was nearly due. Since then he had
recently bought a 1961 model for a bit of fun trials practice in local woods. I was growing out
of the Honda TL125 I'd had since the age of 12 and having been virtually born on a Greeves
I thought I'd like to have my own. I won't say it was a disappointment because bike viewing
never was but the Greeves wasn't quite what I expected. Mention Greeves and most would
think of the cast aluminium I beam front downtube and rubber in torsion leading link front fork.
This bike didn't have them; for some unfathomable reason, somebody had neatly spliced
the front frame of a G3L Matchless into the sturdy Greeves top tube, complete with a pair of
spindly Teledraulic forks. It was also fitted with a portly 1H 225cc Villiers engine. However, the
whole haul was only £100 and included a Sprite rolling chassis, a blown-up 250 Matchless
G2 (with a spare blown-up Model 14 CSR engine) and a suitable 9E engine for the Greeves.
Luckily there were also proper engine plates for the 197cc engine - complete with the all
important Greeves sidestand. It's a fantastic thing that retracts completely out of the way
between the plates. Dad only discovered his original Greeves even had a side stand when he
laid it on its side for a hose down.
Anyway the Greeves / AJS (or the ViLE Greeves as I dubbed it, after its VLE 214 registration
number) actually ended up looking quite purposeful and I used it for a couple of years as a
winter trail bike. Then I heard that a mate was selling his Greeves Scottish for £250. It was
really a road bike with knobbly tyres and it didn't go but it had a 250 engine and enough
Scottish bits to make it worth building one bike out of two - including a 250 engine. Only the
fork link was a problem, the Trials link is stronger with a bigger loop to clear a 21" front wheel
but there I had a bit of luck. Dad spotted a rather bent Greeves fork on an autojumble stand
with the correct loop and good rubber bushes (these cost around £30 at the time). "How
much?" enquired father. "50p mate." came the reply. Them were t’days! But that wasn't the
only fluke; Dad's Greeves had needed a new barrel and the only 250 cylinder we could get
was the type Villiers sold for converting the 197cc 9E engine to 250cc. The problem was that
the 250 con rod is about 5/16" longer than the 197 so Dad had to make a heavy steel
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compression plate to prevent the piston sticking out the top of the barrel.
Sitting in the back of Dad's pickup on the drive home, looking over my purchase, I started
counting cylinder fins...something didn't look right... It turned out that my new bike had the
short rod but the proper long 250 barrel, which by my reckoning dropped the compression
ratio to about 4.5 to 1 as well as completely messing up the port timing, no wonder it wouldn't
go! Dad and I swapped cylinders and all was sorted.
Unfortunately I never got to use the Greeves much and eventually decided it had to go. I
tried to sell it at the 1000 Bikes at Brands and a man strode up and slightly accusingly said,
"That's the reg number of my old Greeves but it isn't my old Greeves..." "Ah," I blustered, "But
I think part of it might be..." "Did you get it from Paul Smart?" he challenged, "Er no, but I used
to work for him,,," this was all too confusing. Turned out he had sold the bike to Paul in the
sixties and had never seen it again. I hope he might want to buy it back but he didn't seem too
keen, neither was anybody else despite what I considered a reasonable asking price of £650 genuine ones were £1000 then. Showing off to my girlfriend at the end of the day, I rode it up
the ramp into my Morris pick up. It took a bit of throttle, displaying my inability as a trials rider,
I then thumped into the back of the cab unfortunately overlooking how little braking distance
there was to dissipate the handful of throttle I'd needed to climb the plank. I thumped into the
back of the pick up's cab with a dull thud. Luckily both bike and pickup were pretty tough old
things. I sold the Greeves at Beaulieu soon after. After turning down an offer of £600 early on
Saturday I regretfully had to take £500 last thing on Sunday and that was the last I expected
to hear of it until looking through the October MCC magazine, there it was again, VLE 214 in
an earlier life, probably it was Peter Donaldson who took me to task at Brands twenty years
ago. What a small world.

Scaleby Hill Motorcycle Museum

John Hodson

Mike Barry, a former solo and sidecar competitor, has worked for some years to create a small
but interesting car and motorcycle museum, which he has opened to the public. Following a
call to see a relative in the area, I made time to visit his museum.
After waiting a few minutes while Mike fed the sheep in the neighbouring field, I was
welcomed into the museum. There are 30 motorcycles in the collection including BSA,
Coventry Eagle, Douglas, Excelsior, Francis Barnet, Gilera, Honda, MV Augusta, Suzuki,
Triumph, Velocette and Mike’s BSA racing sidecar outfit alongside his Ducati. Four wheelers
include a Mk1 2.4 Jaguar, an A35 van, a Mini Van and a Ford popular. There is also a host of
memorabilia including TT trophies, photographs, posters and models.
I was aware that Mike had a large collection of Coventry Eagles, at least eight, that’s even
more than me! The Coventry Eagles include two rare Pullman models, these are built on a
chassis rather than a frame and have semi-elliptical rear springs and enclosed engine and

Two Coventry Eagle Pressed Steel Frame Bikes. The Silent Superb in the foreground
has a Villiers engine and the Sports Model behind it is powered by a JAP engine.
other components. The Pullman has large legshields and well valenced mudguards; the aim
of the good weather protection is to allow the rider to wear an ordinary suit rather than the
usual protective clothing. The collection includes a Sports model with a 250cc JAP engine
and a Silent Superb with the more usual Villiers two-stroke engine. Other models of Coventry
Eagle on show include a 1940 98cc Villiers powered Fly-Ette.
Mike hopes to start work on a rare 1932 model fitted with Coventry Eagle’s own ill-feted
two-stroke engine. Projects currently in hand include the restoration of a 1920’s Douglas, one
of the Pullman and the Ford Popular, which, at the time of my visit, was upside down on a
special stand made by Mike. This is very much a working museum. Also, should you be in
need of some metal gates or fencing I am sure that Mike will be only too happy to supply them.
Before as purchased
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After restoration
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Tea and coffee are available; a small donation is requested for upkeep of the building and
exhibits. Mike’s museum is situated next to his home in Scaleby Hill, near Carlisle. Five miles
from Junction 44 off the M6 motorway north of Carlisle, the address is Chapel Lane, Scaleby
Hill, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA6 4LY. Before visiting contact Mike on 01228 675117 or 07808
867419.
February - March 2015
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Model H Triumphs: Ready For Action

Richard Rosenthal

The Model H Triumph was the most successful WW1 motorcycle in terms of both reliability
and volume supplied. Between 1915 and 1918 inclusive the Triumph factory of Priory Street,
Coventry supplied over 20,000 complete machines to the British military and at least a
another 10,000 to the Allied forces. The next most popular factory by far was Douglas of
Bristol who supplied approximately 25,000 fore-and-aft twins to the British military and their
Allies, comprising the best part of 20,000 348cc Model Vs and the majority of the remainder
were 595cc Model Bs.
In 1905 Triumph unveiled their all new motorcycle with, for the first time, a Triumph factory
designed and built engine. The maker boasted their new 363cc, 3HP, engine was the first
engine ‘to which ball races have been successfully applied to the mainshaft, and not in a
single instance have these bearings shown any sign of wear, even after 10,000 miles.’ Brave
words, but soon publicly Triumph would have egg on their face. Freelance Motor Cycle writer
Ixion (Canon Basil Davies) was given a machine to put through it’s paces, in effect a week of
touring 200 miles per day radiating from a central point, Oxford. While the bottom end of his
Triumph engine proved sound enough the top end didn’t. Problems included the destruction
of three sets of piston rings (reference The Motor Cycle, 10 July 1905, pages 57-59).
Triumph dusted themselves down, sought advice from leading metallurgists and from then
on the Triumph engine was tough, reliable and in period terms, powerful. The new Triumph

Pictures Courtesy of Richard Rosenthal

name a few. The following year Marshall bettered Collier to win the 1908 IoM Single Cylinder
TT at 40.49mph.
After the launch and over the coming years Triumph refined their single cylinder model.
Notable updates including a redesigned frame and the introduction of Triumph’s famous
rocking action front fork for the 1906 season, engine capacity increases including to 453cc
for 1907, 476cc for 1908 and later to 499cc (85 x 88mm bore and stroke). During the run
up to WW1 Triumph offered options of direct drive, Triumph’s own free engine facility and
proprietary three-speed hub gearing.
For the 1914 season Triumph added the 4HP Type A Roadster Free Engine Model with
its clutch incorporated into the rear wheel hub. Triumph increased the stroke of their 499cc
engine to create bore and stroke dimensions for the 4HP of 85mm x 97mm giving 550cc. An
easily adjustable pulley (4¼ to 6¼:1 ratios) enabled riders to alter the gearing at the roadside,
albeit with the engine stationary. Model options included direct drive or three-speed Sturmey
Archer hub gear. Although not readily recognised as a WW1 dispatch rider’s machine the 4HP
Model A was supplied by Triumph in large numbers during the early months of the war to the
British and Allied forces; some Model As remained on active service when armistice between
the Allies and Germany was declared on 11 November 1918.
As Triumph had refined their single cylinder machines sales increased and their reputation
grew leading rivals to take more and more interest in their designs with some makers

Pictures Courtesy of Richard Rosenthal

soon earned a super reputation for reliability taking the motorcycle in the eyes of many from
a leisure time contrivance to a means of reliable trustworthy transport. Triumphs performed
with note in reliability trials and later on the track with Jack Marshall finishing second in the
1907 IoM Single Cylinder TT at a race speed of 37.11 mph, little more than a mph slower than
winner Charlie Collier’s JAP powered Matchless. A brilliant effort as Triumph were new boys
in motorcycle competition while the Colliers had been at it on their Matchless machines since
the early days of racing motorcycles on the cycle tracks of Canning Town, Bristol, Herne Hill to

launching near blatant copies of the Triumph machine. Although none directly copied the
Triumph rocking action front fork.
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In late summer 1914, rumblings emanated from the Priory Street factory suggesting an all
new model was on the racks. When launched months later in readiness for the 1915 season
it wasn’t an all new model, rather a 4HP Model A fitted with separate Sturmey Archer threespeed countershaft gearbox complete with kick starter and decent clutch. Branded the
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Model H it still relied on belt final drive with chain primary drive to the Sturmey Archer gearbox,
which like the Triumph, did exactly what it said on the box
As dispatch riders and other servicemen and women discovered the Triumph Model H was
not only ultra reliable but it started easily with its kick starter, stopped and started smoothly on
the road thanks to its multi plate clutch and would climb all but the steepest inclines thanks

Pictures Courtesy of Richard Rosenthal
to the well thought-out ratios of the Sturmey Archer gearbox. Weighing approximately 200lbs
(91kg) the Model H Triumphs hit an easy 45mph and will cruise all day at 37 - 40mph. Circa
1910/11 the Coventry maker started promoting their models as The Trusty Triumph in press
adverts and other promotional material. During active service military riders abbreviated this
to call their Triumphs simply ‘Trusties.’ Some dispute the British and Allied dispatch riders
coined this nickname but the DRs held their Triumph Model Hs in such esteem any perceived
deviation in real history is in my book allowable in this case.
As well as dispatch work Model Hs were employed in many other roles during WW1
including convoy work, sidecar duties and fitted with radio equipment for advance duties.
Considering the harsh conditions of the war, that many were blown up, stolen or vandalised
by opposition forces it’s a testament to the design that as the war ended the British and Allied
forces still had 17,998 Model H motorcycles on active service of which 306 were hitched to
sidecars.
Editor’s Note: Look out for several events commemorating 100 Years of the Triumph Model H, including
a display at The Summer Classic Bike show at Ardingly on Sunday 26th July.

Harry George Hawker 1889-1921

Roy Plummer

Pioneer aviator, racing
driver and motorcycle
manufacturer, Harry
George Hawker was
born in Melbourne,
Australia on 22nd
January
1889.
His father was a
blacksmith by trade.
He left school at age
twelve to train as a
bicycle
mechanic.
At eighteen he was
1921 Model A Hawker Lightweight. Price new: £60
running
his
own
workshop maintaining
cars, and by 1910 he had witnessed the first powered flight in Australia. In May 1911 he,
with two friends, left Australia for England, the aim being to seek employment in aviation.
Initially he worked for the Commer car company before moving to Mercedes as a mechanic.
Following the formation of the Sopwith Aviation Company in 1912 he met with Fred Sigrist
the manager at Sopwith were he obtained employment. By September 1912, after only three
lessons with Tommy Sopwith, he gained his Royal Aero Club licence number 297. With only
twenty-four flying hours in his log book he set a record for flight endurance staying aloft for
eight hours and twenty three minutes. He was appointed chief test pilot with Sopwith in 1913
and continued to successfully compete in duration, altitude and speed competitions winning
substantial prizes.
He was involved in the design and development of the Sopwith Tabloid, the fastest and
most manoeuvrable aircraft of the period. Harry’s skill as a test pilot was recognised during
the war years. He tested two hundred and ninety five aircraft in a hundred and ninety nine
flying days. The 1916 Sopwith Camel, of which five thousand four hundred and ninety seven
were built, was largely Harry Hawker’s design.
He married Muriel Peart in November 1917. After the war he attempted crossing the Atlantic
Ocean with Commander Kenneth McKenzie Grieve as the navigator. This flight began on
18th May 1919 from Newfoundland but they were forced down after one thousand miles with
radiator trouble, fortunately within sight of a Danish steamer. The vessel was without radio
equipment so it was six days later before their rescue was reported.
In September 1920 Sopwith Aviation was liquidated and a new company was formed with
Tommy Sopwith, Fred Sigrist, Harry Hawker and two others as directors. The company was
called H G Hawker co. maintaining aircraft, producing prototype sports cars and manufacturing
motorcycles. The 1921 Model A, known as the Hawker lightweight, 2¾ h.p. two-stroke (292cc)
two-speed, no clutch, engine and gear box, was Hawker’s own design. Later models were
produced with Blackburne engines. Motorcycle production ended in 1924.
Harry Hawker’s time with the new company was to be short lived as he was killed on 21st
July 1921 testing a Goshawk aircraft at Hendon. An inquest revealed that he had an abscess
on his spine which had caused paralysis. The Hawker name lived on, however, with the
company becoming Hawker Aircraft in 1933 so his name was associated with many famous
aircraft.
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New Members

Peter Donaldson

The Arter 500cc Cammy Grass Track Bike

As some of you will know, I am bringing this historical bike
back to life with the help of others (see Sunbeam Club News
April 2014). Work is progressing well and soon assembly of
the complete bike will begin in earnest. The bike started life in
1936 and has changed, as many long term racing bikes did
over the years. It now has a McCandless swinging-arm back
end and telescopic forks. The engine, gearbox and central
frame look to be original although there is some doubt as to
the latter. From marks found on the inside of the crank case it
is obvious the engine has had a serious blow up during its life.

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:John Aylott (Surrey)
Andrew Belenkin (Sussex)
Alistair Bond (Wales)
Mike Buttars (Cambridgeshire)
John Cole (Surrey)
Alan Combe (Surrey)
Chris Cook (Surrey)
David Cooper (London)
Mark Diplock (Kent)
Barbara Evans (Wales)
Colette Flintan (Surrey)
Andrew Forward (Surrey)
Peter Fryer (Hampshire)
Reg Glading (Isle of Wight)
Peter Giles (Essex)
Rein Heerkens (The Netherlands)
Wallace Holmes (Durham)

Where Is It Now?

Heinz Kindler (Germany)
Lorna Knowles (Devon)
Steve Light (Somerset)
Cedric Mark Olden (Kent)
William Marshall (Scotland)
Tony Page (Sussex)
Peter Peschken (Germany)
Steve Priston (Sussex)
Robert Pond (Sussex)
Jeff Read (Isle of Wight)
Don Rickman (Hampshire)
Julie Rickman (Hampshire)
Andrew Scott (Derbyshire)
Richard Taverner (Surrey)
Don Williamson (Hetfordshire)
Roy Wood (Hertfordshire)

Baz Staple

Pictured is Baz Staple’s 1914 Matchless 8B 1000cc V-twin at the start of a sixties Pioneer
Run. Baz hasn’t heard of it since its sale to the artist, Bryan Organ, famous for his portraits

Richard Mummery

Tom Arter Snr on the
cammy AJS c1936

I have photos of the bike and its changes from 1936
to the end of the 40s and would like to fill-in its final years
of racing. When I first saw it, it was fitted with white racing
numbers 78 on a black back ground and the engine had a
Manx Norton cylinder fitted.

So fellow club members and grass track supporters of the
late 40s and 50s can you help fill in the gap? I was a follower of grass track in the South Eastern
Centre through most of the 50s and can’t ever remember seeing this bike raced. As stated the
racing plates have black background, when did the yellow background for 500cc come in? If
anyone has photos or information on the bike when it was raced with the Manx cylinder barrel
fitted or who rode it I would love to hear from you. Please help if you can, you can contact me on
sheila.mummery@sky.com
Famous commentator Murray Walker rode the Arter AJS at Brands Hatch in 1947.

of royalty. As featured in SMCC Club News 864, Baz writes “This necessary sale I do regret,
where are you now S4012?”
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NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries

Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
Wanted urgently, a pre-1934 BSA vee-twin three-wheeler. Top price paid for a good ‘on the
road’ example ‘cos I’m too old to take on work! Ian Young 01453 810929 (Glos) (02/15)

Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com

Dimensions, drawing or a luggage grid to copy for a 1927 Sunbeam model 5.
Richard 01727 859796 (Herts) (02/15)

Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR

Pre-war Norton complete or project, payment upon collection.
Please call Mick Adams 01892 527128 (Kent) (02/15)

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

Wanted: 15% float bowl or remote float chamber for Amal TT 10 type carburettor, complete
items please and any other fitments for this type of carburettor.
Richard Mummery sheila.mummery@sky.com 01227 751751 (Kent) (02/15)
Deerstalker helmet, size M (58)
Rein Heerkens 0031654971485 akd.v-twin@hotmail.com (The Netherlands) (02/15)
Cast iron piston, single ring, 85mm. Very low gudgeon pin position. For a 750cc Rudge
Multi. Mr Eastwick, 01903 241959 (West Sussex) (12/14)
For a Royal Enfield 1913/14 3HP model 140 Vee-twin, to help complete rebuild: engine
double sprocket, slipping clutch assembly, foot brake and shoe assembly, rear stand, gear
chaincase cover, TT type handlebars or patterns to copy. Have some items to swap.
Dave Comber 01273 596101 (Sussex) or dcomber@btinternet.com. 08/14
SIDECAR wanted, to suit 1912 (Stuart Stellar) motorcycle. Ideally I would like to buy
complete but I will consider chassis and body separately. Any condition considered.
Brian Empsall, 01543 264 968 (Lichfield) or e-mail brian.empsall@btinternet.com 08/14
FOR SALE
1913 Humber 500cc motor cycle. Three-speed hub gears, Pioneer Certificate, good order
throughout £15,000.
Richard Mummery 01227 751751 sheila.mummery@sky.com (Kent) (02/15)
1913 Premier 500cc. 2-speed gearbox with clutch, runs well. Includes lighting set and
period speedo. Successfully completed many events, including The Pioneer Run,
Banbury and Ould Klepper. £18,400. R.Hudson Tel 01934 844546 (Somerset) email:
raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk (12/14)
Early Rover bare cranckcase number 814, plus set of flywheels £500.
Baz Staple 01892 535671 (Kent) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com (12/14)
2014 Pioneer Run starter badges £3 each. 75th Pioneer Run celebration cast brasses £7.
Post & Packing included.
Cheques payable to Sunbeam MCC and send to: Ian D.McGill The Oaktree, 13 Victoria
Road, Horley, Surrey RH6 9BN. 08/14
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White & Poppe. 1905 427cc. A very original, unrestored veteran with good history back to
1907. Quite quick for a veteran and very reliable. Usually in the first six to arrive at Brighton.
Single speed, no clutch. Took part in the second Pioneer Run. Two owners in the last 64
years. Original number plate. Comes with most of spare engine and adjustable pulley etc.
£25,000. Better than money in the bank. Trying to reduce collection but could P/X Thruxton
Velocette or Vincent twin. Cash either way.
Alex Taylor 01235 553574 (Oxfordshire) alex.taylor574@btinternet.com 10/14

For Sale: Mabon Clutch
Remanufactured Mabon Clutches to suit 1914 Triumph Motorcycles
Brand new and professionally made by highly skilled engineer from a well tried
and tested design, plus some improvements on the original. Totally rust free
stainless steel construction throughout, with stainless multi-plates, modern
sealed bearings, brass and aluminium thrust washer to avoid damage to
adjustment screws. Key way taper to suit 1914 Triumph, can be machined to
suit other machines. As fitted to my 1914 Triumph 550cc, 4½hp and successfully
completed the recent Pioneer Run® to Brighton. Price £1590 each, no VAT.
For more details please contact Andrew MacLean
andrewmmaclean@gmail.com 01342 715088 West Sussex.

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com
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Peter Donaldson

I am starting this edition’s rambling with Mike Holloway – the good or the bad news? There is
enough of the bad news around these days so let’s have a bit of good news. Mike completed
all the rounds of the Sammy Miller Annual National Championship. Of the six rounds the best
five count. He added up all his points and subtracted the points of his worst ride. He then
added up the points of his closest rival for the five rounds that he rode, and Mike told me
he had come second in the rigid rear class, having won the class in the previous two years.
The winner, a Scotsman on a light weight James had trounced him. Disappointed, but Mike
praised the other rider for his riding ability. Yesterday he received a letter from the ACU telling
him that he was the 2014 winner of the rigid rear class in the Sammy Millar Series. No reason
given and Mike rang the ACU and found out that the subject had been discussed by the
National Trials and Enduro Committee. To that I say, well done Mike. Mike rides a machine
that looks just like you would have seen in that era without electronic assistance or such. He
rode every round, the James man didn’t. Mike finished in each round despite injuries and
despite the difficulty of the going, which typically of Trials these days is far more challenging
than 60-odd years ago and Mike on a heavy-weight big four-stroke. Mike, you not only won
but you deserved to. The bad news is that he joins me off the saddle. He had terrible pain in
his leg which turns out to be a blood clot. He is on medication to disperse it with a direction
to not ride again for six months. Motorcycling means a great deal to Mike and that news is
devastating. Our thoughts are with you on that Mike.
Early November I was down at Mike’s land at Horsmonden in Kent and he lent me his
springer 410cc Matchless to bomb round on, a beautiful machine. He then loaned that
machine to Rob Fleet, to ride in the Jack Thompson Trial on the first weekend in December.
My 1961 250cc Greeves 30-year rebuild was completed, finished not by me but by Rob and
Dennis Fleet and what a beautiful job they made, it looks almost new. It has been rebuilt as
original except the footrests which are sprung instead of the original solid bar through the
frame. This had to be done to conform to ACU regulations brought in about 20 years ago. I
had a bash round at Canada Heights on it the day of the Jack Thompson Trial. Dennis rode
it in the trial, first time he had ridden a Greeves in over 50 years, and Rob was out on Mike’s
Matchless, first time he has ever ridden a large British single machine. So both of them won
their class, perhaps something to do with those are the only two motorcycles I have ridden in
the last five months, or perhaps it was just their ability! With my leg problem I had to be Helped
onto both ‘bikes, note the capital H, perhaps loaded on would be more apt.
Dennis rode my Greeves again at the Twickenham Trial at the end of December and had
another good ride. Rob is riding Mike’s Matchless again in the Talmag Trial at end of January.

WANTED

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Off The Saddle

To return to the Jack Thompson Trial, Club member Colin Hedges drove up on the morning
of the Trial from Hereford to Swanley in Kent and came sixth in the class Rob won, and then
drove home to Hereford that evening, very keen is our Colin! Joan Westbrook, who had
ridden the Jack Thompson Trial all 25 times it has been run, came second in her class and
Chris Brown was two positions behind her. In the girder Class George Smith came second
and Dave Blanchard was just one mark behind him. In the rigid-rear class Bernard Rodemark
retired and our Brian Humphries was a nonstarter. In the very closely contested top two-stroke
route Paul Casling came in a close second. I have already mentioned Dennis, winning the
easier two-stroke route, well on the same route sadly our Lindsey Jamieson retired and so did
Andrew Belenkin who has joined our Club since that event. I observed on Section 20. So, as
always we as a Club were very much in evidence at the Jack Thompson Trial.
On the same day the Southern Experts Trial was being run at Petersfield. Our past
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involvement with this National event since we started it back in 1931 was very much noted.
The event was called the Sunbeam Southern Experts Trial and our Club Crest was on the
cover of the programme. Baz, our Chairman, wrote the first page of the programme and
outlined its past and our involvement with the Trial and wished the Hook Woods Trials Club
luck with it in the future. The course and competition was first class. Baz and Jenny were
there as were three of our members who observed sections, Tony Lloyd, Chris Neville and
Neil Sinclair. Sad that we had to pass this event on to another Club but it has truly landed in
excellent hands and our Club thank the Hook Woods Trials Club for doing it so proud.

Can You Identify Them?

Andy Wood

The Wells family: my grandfather, my two uncles and my mother, who was
born in 1912. I would think the photo was taken in the early twenties.

Interesting to note that the sales of new motorcycles rose by 10% between 2013 and 2014,
from 91,908 to 101,277. Almost half the new machines sold were smaller cc commuter ‘bikes.
The Government also reports that the number of two-wheeler machines registered for road
use has now reached 1,326,500 which is approximately double the number registered in
1994.
At the end of 2014 we were only featured in the Star Group Championship Trials Tables by
Paul Casling, who although didn’t ride every round, came second in the Pre-67 B Class (under
250cc). Well done Paul. In the ACU South Eastern Centre Championship table Paul was there
again as second in the Pre-67 solo class. In the Rigid Rear Pre-67 class Mike Holloway was
also second and on marks gained Bernard Rodemark tied for third position. Well done lads.
It is of course always sad to report the death of someone. There is an obituary of long-term
member Graham Kent elsewhere in this Club News. But also the Sport has lost Mr Gordon
Davis. Gordon was 87 years old and died on New Year’s Day. Gordon was never actually a
member of our Club. But he was for most of his adult life a real moving force behind the South
East Centre of the ACU and a past President. He for years ran the training courses we had
to take to hold a Trials Clerk of the Course licence for the ACU. He was the leading light for
over half a century in the Erith Motorcycle Club. For many years after he retired he observed
at all of our Sunbeam Trials including the Southern Experts. He was a senior Observer at the
Scottish Six Days Trial for over 25 years. At home he had an open door workshop and was
a good engineer and first class welder. Both my son and I used his abilities and facilities on
several occasions.

Annual General Meeting
Saturday 7th March 2015 2 pm
The Annual General Meeting of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd. will be held
on Saturday 7th March 2015 at the Peacock Lodge. Eastbourne Road. New
Chapel. Surrey. RH7 6HL. Peacock Lodge is on the A22 road between the M25
and East Grinstead. The meeting will commence at 2.00pm sharp.
For details contact Ian McGill 01293 771446 Email acsociable1@sky.com

76th Pioneer Run Sunday 22nd March 2015

Starts at 8.00am from Epsom Downs to Madeira Drive, Brighton.
All previous entrants will be sent Entry forms, or they can be obtained from the
Secretary of the Meeting: Ian D McGill, The Oaktree, 13, Victoria Road, Horley,
Surrey, RH6 9BN Phone: 01293-771446 Email: acsociable1@sky.com
Or from www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2014/15
Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.
5th March

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

7th March

Annual General Meeting

16th March

8:00 Club Night

22nd March

76th Pioneer Run

4th April

The First Three Tuns Meet

26th April

First Oxon/Bucks Run

2nd May

The Three Tuns Meet

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

Chiddingly,
All welcome
East Sussex BN8 6HE
New Chapel,
Closed to
Surrey
Club
West Kingsdown, All welcome
Kent, TN15 6BZ
Epsom to Brighton
Pre 1915
Finchingfield,
All welcome
Essex, CM7 4NR
South Oxfordshire
Pre 1940

Contact Andy Middleton (01844 352844 or 07827 289696) apmiddleton@btinternet.com

Finchingfield,
Essex, CM7 4NR
10th May
5th Ixion Cavalcade
Bexhill on Sea,
Contact: Dave Masters (01424 211873) maggirose@hotmail.com
East Sussex
11th to 15th May
Shropshire Mid-week
Church Stretton,
Contact: Bob Nix (01664 454396) bnixmail@gmail.com
Shropshire
24th May
Conyboro Run
Chiddingly,
Contact: Charlie Smith (07802 468109)
East Sussex
6th June
The Three Tuns Meet
Finchingfield,
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Essex, CM7 4NR
7th June
Rose of the Shires
Stoke Bruerne,
Contact: Ian Young (01453 810929)
Northants
27th June – 4th July 32nd Welsh Week
Aberystwyth
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

Some New Front Line Troops are essential to keep the club running efficiently. Now
if you were assured that the term length was three years, would you put yourself
forward to do a meaningful job for the Club?

Contact: Colin Bentham (01761 241516) colinandpip@waitrose.com

Please do give this your serious consideration and talk to Ian or Baz before the AGM
on 7th March.

Pre 1931
Closed to
Club Pre ’40
All welcome

12th July

29th Garden of England Run

8th August

The Three Tuns Meet

9th August

53rd Graham Walker Memorial Run

Finchingfield,
Essex, CM7 4NR
Beaulieu, Hants

29th August

Gingerbeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

30th August

Greybeards Trial

Horsmonden, Kent

Open

13th September

8th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1940

19th September

7th Sunbeam Sept Challenge

North Yorks

Pre 1931

27th September

2nd Romney Marsh Run

St Mary in the Marsh, Pre 1931

Minutes Secretary – four meetings a year plus AGM
Arrange meeting dates and book same

We wish to spread the work around and not make any task too onerous and with a
three year term for standing down or re-election if desired, there is light at the end
of the tunnel and no job is for life.

Closed to
Club Pre’40
Pre ’40
Girder Forks
All welcome

The Three Tuns Meet

Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

Events Secretary – collate dates for the following year from our event secretaries
and publicise by end August to Old Bike Mart, Classic Motor Cycle, Classic Bike and
Club News. This is a once a year job. Also to guide any new events secretaries on
procedure from the already established pro forma instructions for this purpose.

Pre 1940

4th July

The committee is aware that its age profile should be reduced and as a start, Ian
McGill wishes to hand over some of his duties.

Contact: Tony Lloyd (01737 555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 77144) acsociable1@sky.com

Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk
Contact: Marian Johnson (01255-554828)
Contact: Alec Thompson (01751 431478)

Finchingfield,
Essex, CM7 4NR
Headcorn, Kent

All welcome

Pre 1940
All welcome
Pre 1940

Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Kent

February - March 2015
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Marjorie Ayers’ 90th Birthday Lunch at Rowfant House Photo by Geoff Morris

Bikes I Have Owned: Peter Donaldson’s 250cc Bultaco

